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ENGIE

Production

Distribute

Customer Solutions

Centralized and decentralized production
and sale of low CO2-emitting electricity,
including renewable energies

Distribution, transportation and
storage of gas and electricity
upstream of supply to customers

Development of unique integrated
solutions to support the transition to
zero carbon of businesses and local
authorities

• The world’s leading independent power
producer (IPP)

• The European leader in gas transportation
and distribution

• 24 million contracts worldwide

• 4,500 km of gas pipelines in Brazil

• N°2 worldwide in recharging systems for
electric mobility

• 104.3

GW(1)

installed

• 93% of low CO2-emitting activities
• The leader in wind and solar power in France

• The first demonstrator of the injection of
green hydrogen into the gas distribution
network in France

• N°1 worldwide in cold networks

• N°1 worldwide in micro-grids

• A 600 km electricity grid between northern
and central Chile
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+ 50
Years of
experience on the
continent

4 000
employees

50

About
projects under
development
ENGIE PowerCorner

+

4 Million

people supplied with
Clean Off-Grid Electricity

3 000 MW
Capacity in Operation or under
construction

Significant presence

Morocco and
South Africa
in

1st

WE HAVE

WE PLAN

12 GW
mainly on solar, wind and gas

A partner of choice for
Independent Power

Producer in South Africa
4
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Presentation Title

Over 600M Africans (60% of the population)
have no access to electricity.
The stakes are enormous: Africa’s
population is projected to double over the
next 30 years to more than 2 billion, while
50% of Africans will potentially be living in
cities by 2030.
All of this will have huge implications for
access to energy, and to clean water,
including increased demands on sanitation,
purification and irrigation for agriculture, etc.
The decentralized, renewable energy that
ENGIE offers is the lowest cost and most
environmentally friendly option for the
future of Africa, and our planet.
Population without access to electricity by country in Africa, 2018
ENGIE PowerCorner
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SHS and minigrids to reach universal access
Universal	
  electriﬁca.on	
  *

*Source	
  :	
  IEA,ENGIE
ENGIE PowerCorner
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In 2018, ENGIE kicked off the
Access to Energy (A2E)
strategy, which has now evolved
into a business entity with the
integration of SHS entities
(Fenix, Mobisol) and
MINIGRIDS (PowerCorner).
ENGIE is now the leading offgrid, Pay-as-you-Go solutions
provider in Africa.
We are ready to offer the best
Solar Home System or Minigrid solution tailored to meet
customers’ requirements and at
the lowest cost.

ENGIE PowerCorner
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TODAY
4 Million+ beneficiaries
2,000+ Employees
Present in 9 African Countries:
Benin, Côte d’Ivoire, Nigeria,
Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Uganda,
Mozambique, Zambia
13 minigrids in operation in
Tanzania and Zambia
Minigrids in construction in
Uganda, Nigeria and Benin
OUR AMBITION by 2025
20 Million+ beneficiaries
1000+ minigrids by 2025
ENGIE PowerCorner
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Unlocking the economic potential of rural communities in Africa through smart minigrids by
providing access to clean, reliable and affordable energy services

ENGIE PowerCorner
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Electricity for Income Generating Activities and Productive Usages:
key enabler for economic growth and welfare

> 90%
of our customers declare
increased income and
improved quality of life
Thanks to the power
provided by ENGIE
PowerCorner
Longer operating hours
More efficient operations
New/Better services
More customers
* 60 Decibel analysis on ENGIE PowerCorner TZ customer base
ENGIE PowerCorner
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To unlock economic development of rural communities in Sub Saharan Africa

1st enabler : Provide affordable, clean and reliable energy
BUT :
§No appliances, no electricity consumption
§Low penetration rate of appliances and no distributors in the villages

2nd enabler : Facilitate access to electrical appliances
BUT :
§No knowledge of how to use the appliances
§No knowledge of what can be powered by electricity
§No business skills

3rd enabler : Provide capacity building and support income-generating activities
ENGIE PowerCorner
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The island of Lolwe
• 2h speed-boat from Victoria Lake shore
• 15000 inhabitants, 3 villages
• 600 KW minigrid capacity

ENGIE PowerCorner

The project
• Fishing is the most important source of revenues
• Water pumping and purification
• Support the fishing industry: ice selling and fish
drying services
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Chitandika, Eastern province
• PowerCorner 1st minigrid in Zambia
• Several large machines on the site

ENGIE PowerCorner

The project
• Co-funded by MECS
• Train and equip 30 women with electric pressure
cookers power by ENGIE PowerCorner minigrid
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The project
• The community prefers Mealie-meal that require
both a dehuller and a milling machine
• Technical & commercial measures to run it

ENGIE PowerCorner

Impact
> 300% ARPU increase
“I am beyond pleased because they have
provided us with and efficient electric
dehuller and hammermill on lease-to-own
which has helped us to cut costs and
make profits”, Madam Phiri, business lady
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The village of DOHOUE
• 7 KM from the grid
• 1400 inhabitants, 1 school, 40+ SME

ENGIE PowerCorner

The project
• Women group
• Palm nut dependent village
• Transformation process is currently fastidious, too long
and nuts can’t be stored …
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Minigrids are typically needed to power higher capacity users in rural areas
ENGIE PowerCorner development strategy is axed around development of income generating
activities and productive usages as key enabler of economic growth and welfare in rural
areas in Africa. This anchor load forms a cornerstone of financial sustainability of minigrids.

Lessons learnt so far:
1. Higher minigrid capacity required > higher investment > higher overall value creation
2. Providing access to electricity is not enough, providing appliance access and business
incubation is necessary for socio-economic benefits
3. Appliances today are not sufficiently adapted to minigrids – they need to be adjusted
4. Importance of local partners

ENGIE PowerCorner
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